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1.INTRODUCTION
1.1.About This Thesis
There is a strong desire for the realization of low power, fully integrated, portable
CMOS transceivers in modern wireless communications [1, 2]. One fundamental question
that needs to be addressed is which architecture is best suited for monolithic integration.
Software radio provides the greatest promise wlieii flexibility is required. However, the
Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) requirements for tins type of implementation are
quite stringent. Heterodyne receivers, the most common board level solution, require
image-reject filters that typically must be realized off chip or require the use of image-
reject mixers. They also require multiple Local Oscillators (LOs).If the problem of
offset cancellation, even-order distortion, mismatches, and flicker noise can be overcome,
direct conversion receiver will likely be the architecture of choice when smallest size and
lowest power consumption are the driving criteria.
We feel that overcoming those problems requires the merging of system level and
circuit level design. First, circuit design and layout should be performed so as to optimize
time system level (BER) performanceinstead of typical analog performance measures.
Second, system level design should be performed with full consideration given to the
limitations of time process in which the design will be realized.
In this thesis, we study modulation methods and receiver detector structures ex-
pressly with time idea of surmounting time problems to be encountered when realizing a
direct conversion receiver with a miotch filter.LNA
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FIGURE 1.1: Simplified Heterodyne Receiver
1.2.Receiver Architectures
There are many types of receiver architectures, such as heterodyne, homodyne,
digital-IF (Intermediate-Frequency), and subsampling receivers. However, only a few of
them are used extensively. In wireless applications, choosing a receiver architecture is a
tradeoff of complexity, cost, power consumption, and the number of external components
[3]. Recent wireless applications have generated a huge demand for low power dissipation
and low cost wireless terminals. It has made feasible receiver architecture which once
seemed impractical.
In the following subsections, we will compare two receiver architectures: hetero-
dyne and direct-conversion, focusing on low power and low cost designs.
1.2.1.Heterodyne Receiver
A simplified heterodyne receiver is shown in Fig. 1.1. The RF bandpass signal is
first down-converted to an IF, then, the desired signal is amplified and passed through
a channel-select filter.The desired channel is then down-converted to baseband by
quadrature mixers.
The reason for using an IF stage is because an RF chamiel-select filter would
have to be tunable and have an extremely high Quality Factor (Q). Lowering the center
frequency of the channel-select filter relaxes the required Q value. By using off-chip3
filters (e.g. SAW filters) as channel-select filters, heterodyne architecture achieves high
selectivity and sensitivity.
With respect to power consumption arid integration, heterodyne receivers have
two major drawbacks: iniage-rejection and power consumption. Image occurs because of
using non-zero IF. By mixing the RF signal with a sinusoid signal generated by LO, which
has a frequency(WRFwjp), arm image frequency(WRF2wJF)can also be converted to
the same IF band, overlaying with the desired signal. Thus, the image channel must be
effectively attenuated before conversion, normally by using an image-reject filter before
the mixer. Since most image-reject filters are realized off-chip, using the image-reject
filter increases the number of external components, thus power consumption and cost.
Furthermore, the low noise amplifier (LNA) has to source a lot of current to drive the
image-reject filter of a 50Q low input impedance (typical of passive components). This
brings in additional tradeoffs among noise, linearity, gain, and power dissipation [1,2].
If the IF is high, which is true for many applications, the amplification and filtering
in the IF stages will consume niore power because of the higher bias currents. Moreover,
if active channel-select filters are considered to replace the passive channel-select filters
(realized off-chip), the dynamic range of the active filters may only be increased at the
expense of capacitor size and power dissipation [4].
After all, although heterodyne architecture performs well and dominates the cur-
rent market, it faces difficulties in future low power, low cost, and fully-integrated
transceiver designs.
1.2.2.Direct-Conversion Receiver
Compared to the heterodyne architecture, direct-conversion is more well suited
for monolithic integration.With transistor technology scaling and improved circuit
techiques, direct-conversion problems may become solvable. A simplified architecture
of direct-conversion receiver is shown in Fig.1.2.Direct-Conversion is also called zero-
IF or homodyne. TIme RF signal is directly down-converted to baseband and low pass4
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FIGURE 1.2: Simplified Direct-Conversion Receiver
filtering is used to perform channel selection. There are several advantages of direct-
conversion receiver over heterodyne receiver regarding a monolithic design.First, the
problem of image is circumvented because the IF is zero. Second, the LNA does not need
to drive a 50Q load, because of no external components. Third, the IF stages are re-
placed with low-pass filters and baseband amplifiers, which will dissipate less power and
occupy a smaller chip area at a given specification. Additionally, the typical gain mis-
matches and phase errors in the two quadrature down conversion branches cause only a
small loss in Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) performance, which is better than image-reject
architectures in heterodyne receivers [1, 2].
However, directly translating the RF signal to baseband brings in a number of
issues that do not exist or are not as serious in a heterodyne receiver. These include the
effects of offsets, even-order distortion, and flicker noise.
Offsets
The most serious problem of direct-conversion receiver is offsets. The offsets arise
from a variety of causes. There is limited isolation between the RF and LO ports of the
mixer which results in self-mixing of the LO. Large interferers can leak from the RF port
into the LO port and self-mix. Finally, temperature induced drift in bias voltages can
create offsets in the mixer arid downstream gain stages. Since offsets are located in the
middle of down-converted signal spectrum arid are typically larger than the signal, unless5
the offsets are removed before ADC the SNR performance will be very poor [1, 2]. The
impact of the offset can be best explained through an example. A typical offset signal
in a CMOS receiver easily has 10 times the magnitude of the desired data signal. If this
offset signal plus the desired data signal are input to an 8-bit ADC, the converter only
provides about 4 effective bits of resolution for the data signal. The rest of the dynamic
range is consumed by the offset.
Additionally, in direct-conversion, the LO is tuned to the center of antenna and
LNA passbands. If some spurious LO leakage bounces back from external objects and
self-converts into baseband via mixer, the resulting DC offsets are dynamic instead of
purely static. Hence the offset is a slowing varying (low frequency) signal with its spec-
trum centered at DC.
Even-Order Distortion
All RF receivers are subject to odd-order intermodulation distortions. However, in
direct-conversion receivers, even-order distortion is also serious. If there are two strong
near-channel interferers at frequenciesw1andw2,they can produce a low frequency
beat(w2w1)due to the nonlinear transfer function of LNA. In an ideal mixer, this
even-order distortion will be converted to high frequency then rejected by the low-pass
filters in baseband stages. However, mixers exhibit certain level of direct feedthrough
fromthe RF input to the baseband output (in direct-conversion case), bringing the even-
order distortion directly onto the desired baseband signal. Even-order distortion is a new
problem we have to face iii designing direct-conversion receivers.
Flicker Noise
In direct-conversion, most of the amplifications will be realized in baseband. In
MOS implementations, an additional noise source other than white noise is also located
around zero-frequency, called flicker noise (1/f noise). Flicker noise declines the trapped6
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FIGURE 1.3: Simplified DC Notch Filter Offset Cancellation
and released electrons in the channels of MOS transistors arid it is one of the major
noise sources in MOS devices. Without having enough amplification, the desired signal
immediately after mixer and a few stages after mixer are still susceptible to flicker noise.
This is also a serious problem in MOS implementation for direct-conversion receivers.
1.3.DC Notch Filter Offset Cancellation
In this study, we concentrate on the cancellation of offsets using DC notch filters.
The purpose of a DC notch filter is to both remove the undesired offsets and mitigate the
low frequency flicker noise of the down-converted signal, as shown in Fig. 1.3. However,
low frequency content will also be attenuated hence distortion will be introduced onto
the desired signal. Thus, it is apparent that measures must be taken to minimize the
amount arid impact of the distortion introduced by the DC notch filter on the desired
signal. The goal is to find the most suitable combination of notch filter, modulation
format arid detector architecture which provide the lowest BER with some degree of
bandwidth efficiency.In this thesis, we put our effort at the systemlevel because we
believe baseband digital processing must be coupled to the analog front-end to make
direct-conversion a practical reality [2].7
2.EFFECTS OF DC NOTCHING FILTERING ON
DIFFERENT MODULATION FORMATS
2.1.Modulation Formats
Analog modulation was employed in early mobile communication systems while
modern mobile communication systems use digital modulation techniques.Advance-
ments in Very Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) and Digital Sigiial Processing (DSP) have
made digital transmission more efficient and cost-effective. Advantages include better
noise performance, greater security, and employing error control codes help to improve
the overall transniission link performance.
2.1.1.Modulation Formats in Wireless Applications
There are many digital modulation techniques for wireless applications, such as
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK),QPSK, and Minimum Shift Keying (MSK).
They are widely used in different mobile coniniunication standards. However, none of
those can simultaneously meet all the requirements of low bit error rate (BER), low
power consumption, high bandwidth efficiency, and low receiver complexity. Thus, when
choosing a modulation technique, many tradeoffs have to be made to meet different speci-
fications. In many wireless applications, people use more bandwidth-efficient modulation
schemes because of the limited number of wireless channels.
Other than modulation schemes mentioned above, line codes, also named modu-
lation codes, are commonly used to help compensate for the usual transmission impair-
ments."0"
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FIGURE 2.1: Symbols of Polar NRZ and Manchester NRZ
2.1.2.Polar NRZ and Manchester NRZ Line Codes
Line codes are combined with modulation techniques to meet the overall modula-
tion requirements. In baseband digital transmissions, line codes play an important role
to minimize Inter Symbol Interference (ISI); enable extraction of timing references, etc.
The most common line codes in mobile communication systems are Return-to-Zero (RZ)
line codes, Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) line codes, and Manchester codes [5].
Symbols of polar NRZ and Manchester NRZ line codes are shown in Fig. 2.1. We
only use rectangular pulses in this thesis to simplify the analysis.
t f(t)=fl() (2.1)
For polar NRZ, a positive voltage pulse represents a binary 1 whereas a negative voltage
pulse represents a binary 0. Even though a polar NRZ signal has long-term average equal
to zero, we notice that the pulse chain can have non-zero DC content when measured
over short periods, e.g., whenever it has consecutive ones or zeros.
Manchester line code is a special type of NRZ line codes. It uses two polar pulses
to represent each binary bit. This provides very easy clock recovery because of constant
the zero-crossing and a very good DC balance. The rectangular pulse shaping function9
of Manchester can be written as,
f(t)=fl() (2.2)
Since each pulse chain can be expressed as:
s(t) =akf(tkTb) (2.3)
where ak denotes the polar binary data bits and f(t) is the pulse shape. The power
spectrumdensity (PSD) functions of those pulse trains can be easily derived:
P(f)=urnXTU)2
(2.4)
T>ooT
For polar NRZ line-coded signals, the PSD can be expressed as,
PpolarNRZ(f)A2Tb(Tb)2 (2.5)
For Manchester, the PSD is given by,
Afamchester (f) = AT(8iflfTb/2)2sin2 (fTb/2) (2.6)
lrfTb/2
These PSDs are shown in Fig. 2.2.
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FIGURE 2.2: Power Spectrum Density of Polar NRZ and Manchester NRZ Line Codes10
From Fig. 2.2, we can see for a given data rate, i.e., fixed Tb, a Manchester line-
coded signal occupies double the bandwidth of polar NRZ line-coded signal and has zero
power density at DC. A polar NRZ line-coded signal has the best bandwidth efficiency
among binary signaling, but the maximum value of its is at DC. Because of its bandwidth
efficiency, most modulation formats in wireless communications use polar NRZ type of
line codes. However, as we will see soon, its spectral peak at DC makes it very difficult
to cancel the offsets by straightforward AC coupling. This turns out to be an important
consideration in developing low power, direct-conversion receivers.
2.2.Performance Degradation after DC Notching
r'(t)=s'(t)+n'(t)
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FIGURE 2.3: Baseband Equivalent Simulation Diagram of Direct-Conversion Receiver
As we mentioned in chapter one, in direct-conversion receivers, we would like
to place a DC notch filter after the mixer to reduce offsets.Since the desired signal
is directly down-converted to baseband, low frequency offsets can severely corrupt the
down-converted signal. On the other hand, we cannot avoid damaging the desired signal
while performing offset cancellations, especially for signal formats with a lot of power
near DC. The distortion created by notch filters vs.the distortion created by offsets
brings in a new tradeoff we would like to understand and analyze.
A baseband equivalent model for the direct-conversion receiver in our simulation
is shown in Fig. 2.3. We do not include any mixing and amplification nonlinearities.
Simulations will be performed using this baseband equivalent and we will focus on the11
effects of DC notch filters and offsets on system performance. System comparison will
be based on BER performance of the overall communication link.
2.2.1.Effects of Different Types of Notch Filters
We start by considering which analog filters are most suitable to reject the inband
offset signals. Simplicity requires us to use analog filters with lower orders; for a better
offset rejection, we need to use filters with relatively sharp transitions from stopband
to passband. There are three commonly used analog filter architectures: Butterworth,
Chebyshev and Elliptic. Butterworth filters are defined by the property that the mag-
nitude response is maximally fiat in the passband. Moreover, the magnitude response is
inonotonic in both passband and stopband. As the order of the filter increases, the filter
characteristics become sharper. The class of Chebyshev filters has the property that the
magnitude of the frequency response is either equiripple in the passband and inonotonic
in the stopband (Cheby I) or monotonic in the passband arid equiripple in the stopband
(Cheby II). The class of Elliptic filters distributes the error (equiripple) uniformly across
the entire passband and stopband. Elliptic filters achieve the transition sharpest for a
given filter order N. In our analysis, since the DC notch filter will be placed in signal
band to reduce offsets, both the passband and stopband characteristics of the notch filter
are very important to the system performance. Thus, we use Elliptic filters which have
the best approximation through out the entire band.
2.2.2.Effect of DC Notch Filters on Polar NRZ Signals
Starting with a 2-pole Elliptic filter with an 80 dB notch depth, we simulated a
polar NRZ baseband equivalent system. Besides the notch filter, other most important
parameters which must be modeled are front end SNR arid occupied bandwidth of the
offset. Because offsets are dynamic instead of static, they occupy a non-zero bandwidth
around DC which varies in different applications and environments. For our analysis,12
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FIGURE 2.4: Effects of DC Notch Filters on Polar Signals
we assume that the offsets can be completely removed by DC notch filter, and that the
contributions of errors will only come from noise and signal distortion after notch filtering
If we can figure out the upper bound of the notch filter corner frequency, with which
we still have acceptable system performance, the best system performance with offsets
cannot be better than the upper bound performance. If offsets have wider bandwidth
than the upper bound frequency, DC notch filters will not be an appropriate choice for
offset cancellation, or must be combined with other methods.
An extensive BER plot sweeping both SNR and notch filter bandwidth is shown
in Fig. 2.4. The simulation uses polar NRZ line code which, as mentioned earlier, is
very common in mobile communication systems. It is clear that for a wider notch filter,
the distortion worsens. From Fig. 2.4, we can see that system performance degrades
quickly when the notch filter corner frequency increases. To clarify this point we plot
just two cases in Fig. 2.5. In all the simulations, we assume 100% offset rejection and
we show distortion caused by the filter. For a typical noise environment (solid curve in
Fig. 2.5), the notch filter cutoff frequency is higher than 1% of the signal bandwidth
and then the acceptable BER level (10-2) cannot be met. In wideband applications, a
notch filter corner frequency that is less than 1% of the signal bandwidth may be wide13
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FIGURE 2.5: BER Performance after DC Notching
enough for the realization of a filter. However, in most mobile communication systems
are spectral-efficiently niodulated and 1% of the signal bandwidth is too narrow for the
notch filter. For the bestEb/Nosimulated, the upper bound of the notch filter corner
frequency is no higher than 3% of the desired signal bandwidth.
From the simulation results, the acceptable corner frequency for polar NRZ line-
coded signals typically cannot be higher than 1% of the desired signal bandwidth. This
is because polar NRZ is a very bandwidth-efficient line code and its power spectrum
density peaks at zero frequency which is in the stop band of the notch filter. DC notch
filters severely distort the desired signal. If we lower the corner frequency, the system
will have poor rejection of dynamic offsets.
Based on the results we have obtained, notch filter offset cancellation might not
be an appropriate solution for modulation formats having rich DC content. Thus, notch
filter offset cancellation does not work well on systems using polar NRZ line codes.14
2.2.3.Tolerance of Manchester Line Codes to DC Notching
Because of the severe distortion created by DC notch filters, modulation formats
having spectral peaks at DC, such as polar NRZ line codes, are not suitable for notch
filtering. This leads us to consider another common line codeManchester. The PSD
for a Manchester line code is shown in Fig. 2.2. We observe that a Manchester encoded
signal has a null at DC, which means it is more amenable to DC notching than a polar
NRZ signal. However, this is at the expense of doubling the occupied bandwidth. To
verify this claim, we simulated a baseband equivalent system using a Manchester line
code. The architecture is the same as shown in Fig. 2.3. The BER plot shown in Fig. 2.7,
we can see improved notch filtering tolerance for Manchester line-coded signaling. The
upper bound of notch filter cutoff frequency withEb/No = 9dBcan now be up to 33%
of the signal bandwidth with an acceptable BER level around 10-2. WithEb/Noequals
to 7dB, the upper bound is around 23% of the signal bandwidth. Compared to the 1%
to 3% range in the polar NRZ case, we see an exciting improvement. This improvement
comes because of the shape of the PSD for Manchester codes.
FIGURE 2.6: Effects of DC Notching on Manchester Signals15
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FIGURE 2.7: BER Performance after DC Notching
Comparison of System Performances
Because of the spectral null at DC, we have seen that Manchester encoding signals
exhibit a much better tolerance to DC notch filters than do polar NRZ signals. To
reaffirm this, we performed two experiments, passing both polar NRZ and Manchester
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FIGURE 2.8: System Performances after DC Notching16
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FIGURE 2.9: System Performances of Different Order of Elliptic Filters
signals into DC notch filters, and the results are shown in Fig. 2.8. The performance of
polar NRZ signaling system is seen to be sensitive to DC notch filtering. The BER is
worse than1O2 throughout the Eb/Norange. This means that the distortion created by
notch filtering is the dominate source of errors. However, in Manchester signaling system
the system performs much better. The notch filters used in the simulations were up to
25% of the desired signal bandwidth. The overall system performance for Manchester
with a 25% corner is better than the case with polar signaling with a 3% corner. Once
again, we see significant improvement by switching the format of line codes.
2.2.5.The Effect of the Order of the Elliptic Filter
The notch filter selection depends on the characteristics of offsets, such as the
power level arid occupied bandwidth. Simultaneously, we would like to select a notch
filter which minimally distorts the desired signal. Since we have already chosen the class
of Elliptic filters, we analyze three different orders of Elliptic filters (1-pole, 2-pole, and
3-pole). The single pole Elliptic filter has the poorest transition band. If we take offsets
into account, the rejection (notch depth) provided by 1-pole Elliptic filter may not be17
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FIGURE 2.10: Elliptic Filter Responses with Different Orders
enough since the offset signal can be easily 20dB higher than the desired signal. Thus, we
focus on studying the distortions created by 2-pole Elliptic and 3-pole Elliptic filters in
terms of their corresponding system BER performances, as shown in Fig. 2.9. We obtain
better performance for the 2-pole Elliptic filter. In examining the frequency responses of
the two different filters with the same cutoff frequency, we observe that a 2-pole Elliptic
filter is more closely matched to the PSD of the Manchester encoded signal. This results
in less distortion in the filtered signal. Hence, we study systems using 2-pole Elliptic DC
notch filters to remove offsets.
In the above study, we have shown that Manchester line-coded signals are more
robust to DC notch filters. However, as offset signals increase in bandwidth and power (as
is true in practice), wider and deeper notch filters are required to successfully remove the
offsets distort even Manchester signaling. Thus, we want to explore receiver modification
which improve performance as notch filters widen.18
3.AN IMPROVED DETECTOR FOR DC NOTCH
FILTERED MANCHESTER LINE CODED SIGNALS
In chapter two, we were facing a design tradeoff. Increasing the width of the notch
filter improves the BER because it removes more of the offset distortion and flicker noise.
However, widening the notch filter degrades the BER because of the increasing amount
of distortion it induces on the desired signal. Thus, we are driven to alter the basic
receiver structure shown in Fig. 2.3 to make it more robust to the distortion introduced
by the notch filter.
3.1.Matched Filter Detection
3.1.1.Common Matched Filter Detector
We start by assuming the system we are studying has an Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN) channel and is using a matched filter in the receiver. Generally speaking,
a matched filter is a linear filter, which is designed to filter the noise and the signal, so
that at the instant of sampling timeto,the sampled signal level will be as large as
possible with respect to the noise level. It can be proven [6] that with white input noise,
the impulse response of the niatched filter becomes
h(t) = Ks(to t) (3.1)
where K is an arbitrary constant,to isthe peak signal output, ands(t)is the known
input signal pulse shape. Equation (3.1) shows that the inipulse response of the matched
filter (white noise case) is simply the known signal pulse shape being "played backward"
and translated by an amount to, which is the time of the peak signal output.It can
also be derived that the matched filter output SNR depends on the signal energy (one
symbol) and the PSD level of the noise, not the particular signal pulse shape that isused.
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where E8is the energy of one received signal symbol andNo/2is the height of the PSD
of the white noise. Thus, if there is no notch filter in the receiver, we see the same SNR,
thus BER performance of polar NRZ line-coded and Manchester line-coded signals. In
our study, we will use the BER performance of a matched filter detector in AWGN
channel as the basis for our system comparisons.
8.1.2.Improved Channel Matching
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FIGURE3.1:SystemPerformances after DC Notching
Since a DC notch filter not only reduces offsets, but also creates distortion, when
a wide notch filter is used the systeni performance cami degrade to an unacceptable level.
Manchester line coding is somewhat tolerant to notch distortion, as shown in Fig. 2.8.
With a notch filter as wide as 25% of the desired signal bandwidth, the system requires
about 2dB more SNR to maintain the same BER level. To recover this 2dB loss, we
have to adjust the detector in digital domain to improve the overall performance.20
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FIGURE 3.2: Adjusted Matched Filter Pulse Shape
In order to fully understand the distortion, we analyze the distorted signals coming
out of the notch filter in time domain, as shown Fig. 3.1. The solid lines represent tlie
inputs to the notch filters and the dashed lines the outputs of the notch filters. We
observe that in polar NRZ, whenever the input signal has a string of ones (or zeros),
the notch filter diminishes the magnitude of the signal down to the noise and creates
more bit errors. We think of this as the signal having a non-zero mean locally in time
and the DC miotch filter removing that local non-zero mean. Compared to polar NRZ,
Manchester coding exhibits much less distortion because of its excellent zero DC balance.
Furthermore, the filtered signal pulses still have a certain recognizable pattern. This
moves us to adjust the matched filter impulse response to accommodate the effect of the
notch filter.
We obtain the matched filter for a notch filtered Manchester pulse shape by passing
a single Manchester pulse through the DC notch filter. Both the original and adjusted
matched filter pulse shapes are shown in Fig. 3.2.
The improved matched filter system was simulated. The BER performance of the
improved matched filter is shown in Fig. 3.3, along with an unchanged detector case and
the case of just AWGN.21
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FIGURE 3.3: Performance of Improved Matched Filter Detector
From the BER curves, the system with improved matched filter recovers less than
1dB of the loss. Thus we are driven to improve the detector.
3.2.Multi-Correlator Detectors
By using the improved matched filter, we achieved some improvement in system
performance. The remaining degradation indicates that a single matched filter does
not completely capture the channel response. Since the input signal is a random pulse
train, before DC notch filtering, each single symbol is independent to the adjacent data.
However, after notch filtering, the pulse shape of a single symbol is interfered by adja-
cent symbols. Thus, we have analyzed all different pulse shape combinations with the
two adjacent bits. Thus, for a binary "1", there could be four possible pulses ("010",
"011", "110", and "111").
The resulting four different notch filter outputs for a binary "1" are shown in
Fig. 3.4. They are all normalized to the same energy level. From Fig. 3.4, we can see
why the single matched filter solution used in the previous section is not adequate. It
only matches the "111" pulse shape. This explains why its BER performance is far from:2'.
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FIGURE 3.4: Possible Manchester Pulse Shapes
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ideal and in fact results in only a slight improvement over using the Manchester pulse
as the matched filter. The problem is that the pulse shape which reaches the correlator
depends upon whether there is a transition at the beginning and/or end of the symbol
time. Strictly speaking, the total number of possible pulse shapes for a binary "1" in
a random pulse train is infinite. However, the shape is really only affected by the two
adjacent bits.Furthermore, the effect of leading bit is greater than the effect of the
trailing bit. Thus we can consider two categories of pulses ("Olx" or "lix").
8.2.1.4-Correlator Detector
As can be inferred from Fig. 3.4, there are eight possible waveforms for a single
bitthe four shown in the figure and their negative counterparts for "0" bits. Thus,
to make the best decision on which of the eight waveforms is present (and thus if the
transmitted bit was a "1" or a "0") requires that we use four correlators (one for each
positive/negative waveform pair). To determine whether a "1" or "0" was transmitted,
we check the sign of the correlator output with maximum magnitude. This structure is
shown in Fig. 3.5.23
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FIGURE 3.5: Multi-Correlator Receiver
In Fig. 3.6, we see the improvement that occurs when we switch to this multi-
correlator structurewe are close to ideal and recover most of the 2dB loss incurred by
the DC notch filter. However, this improvement does come at the cost of quadrupling
the complexity in the receiver, which may be an unacceptable price to pay in a low power
device. This leads us to our final architecture that is a reduced complexity version.
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FIGURE 3.6: Performance of Multi-Correlator Detector24
3.2.2.2-Correlator Detector
In the previous subsection, we developed a precise correlation structure that matches
every possible pulse shape that a Manchester encoded signal may take on when passed
through time specified notch filter. The result was near ideal performance at the expense
of a large increase in complexity. However, when we examine the 4 possible pulse shapes
in Fig. 3.5, we notice that there are two sets of two similar pulse shapes. This leads us
to a detector with only two correlators. The first basis function will be matched to the
pulse shape of "Dlx" and the second basis function will be matched to the pulse shape
of "lix". Therefore, the receiver architecture is similar to, and operates the same as,
that shown in Fig. 3.5except that there are only two correlators instead of four. The
performance of this system with the aforementioned notch filter is nearly identical to
that of the 4-correlator detector, but it only has half the complexity (Fig. 3.7).
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FIGURE 3.7: Performance of 4-Correlator and 2-Correlator Detectors
In this chapter, we concentrated on the effect of notch filters on Manchester line
codes. We developed several modified receiver architecture which better match the notch
filtered Manchester encoded signal. The result is that using multiple correlators to match
the different pulse shapes leads to a significant performance improvement.25
4.LINE CODES FOR BETTER BANDWIDTH
EFFICIENCY
Encouraged by the improvement we achieved for Manchester line-coded signals,
we are motivated to explore other line codes that are also zero balanced (or nearly zero
balanced), but which requires less bandwidth.
For Manchester coding, we note that the null in the spectruni at zero frequency
arises because the signal always has its "short-term" average equal to zero. Manchester
has the best (shortest) term average because it balances its signal voltage in each bit
period. This results in both the highest occupied bandwidth (two time of polar NRZ)
and deepest notch. When we increase the period (number of bit intervals) over which we
average to guarantee a zero mean and we tradeoff bandwidth efficiency with the depth
and breadth of the null we create in spectrum at DC.
4.1.DC Balanced NbMb Codes
Thus, we studied several NbMb codes, which transmit M polar NRZ bits to rep-
resent N-bit data. In this context, Manchester is a lb2b code. The first null bandwidth
of an NbMb code will beM/Ntimes that of the polar NRZ case. The advantage of this
approach is that we can create a code space to keep the short term DC average close to
zero, but with better spectral efficiency than a Manchester encoded signal. The goal is
to select which codes to use to get the "best" spectrum.
When we examine an M-bit code space, we observe that if M is even some code-
words are self-balanced (zero mean), but that there may not be 2N self-balanced codes.
We only consider M even spaces. Thus, we use the following approach to generate the
code space.First, we use all the M bit patterns that have an equal number of "1"s
and "O"s. These codes have a zero DC average value.If more codewords are needed
to represent the input data, we use balanced pairs of codewords. To each N-bit input26
data that would have a non-zero M-bit codeword(Ck)assigned to it, we instead assign
two M-bit codewordsCkandCkarid use them alternately to keep the short term (and
thus long term) DC value close to zero. By properly adjusting these combinations, we
can get a notch in the spectrum at DC and still have a narrower bandwidth than for
Manchester.
.1.1.Choosing NbMb Code Space
First, to have zero-mean codewords, we must choose M to be an even number,
therefore we will assume that M is even throughout the rest of the thesis. The rules to
select2NM-bit codewords out of2'available code space can be best explained through
an exampleconstructing a 3b4b code lookup table.
M!
It can be easily shown that there are only(2)(M/2)!(M/2)!
codewords that
are self-balanced (zero-mean). All other codewords are assigned in balanced pairs(Ck
andCk).In our 3b4b code example, we have self-balanced codewords, but we
need 8(2)different codewords to match all possible 3-bit input combinations. Thus
codewords having non-zero ixiean consume two possibilities out of the entire code space.
Therefore the total number of available codewords can be shown to be,
n2M1+
M!
2 (M/2)! (M/2)!
(4.1)
In 3b4b code, the total available number of codes is11=2+and6of them are
self-balanced codes and the rest coniprise 5 pairs of non-zero mean codewords.
We postulate that the more transitions (changes from "1" to "0" or from "0" to
"1") that a code has, the more high frequency (thus less low frequency) energy that
the codeword has. To generate a code space we first select all the self-balanced codes.
Next, we select code pairs based upon first, the lowest average value for the code pair
and secondary we select within the group of equal average value code pairs based on
the number of transitions in the codeword. Finally, when a non-zero mean symbol has
to be transmitted, the sign (positiveCkor negativeCk)of this symbol depends on27
the sign of the previous non-zero mean symbol. If the previous non-zero mean symbol
being transmitted is C1, then the present positive symbol(Ck)has to be transmitted,
whetherC1equals toCkor not. This maintains DC balance within shorter periods. In
this fashion, we are forcing both a null at DC and a boost in high frequency for the code
space.
.1.2.Choosing Code Space from Self-Balanced Codewords
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FIGURE 4.1: Spikes Problem
The rules mentioned in the previous subsection cover most of the details in building
a NbMb code lookup table.However, when the difference between N and M is big
enough, the number of self-balanced M-bit codewords is larger than the required2N
input combinations. Thus, we only need to choose2Ndifferent codewords from the group
of self-balanced codewords. Besides the rule of picking high frequency codewords (thus
more transitions), we also need to pay attention to the balance of the selected codewords.
Otherwise, the NbMb signal will exhibit spikes in its spectrum. This problem can be
observed in Fig. 4.1, which shows a 4b6b-encoded signal spectrum. The spikes in the
signal spectrum can create interference in adjacent channels. To avoid this problem, whenJI.]
choosing a self-balanced codeword Ck from the entire code space, we must also choose
its negative counterpart (Ck), since whenever Ck is zero-mean, Ck is zero-mean too.
This additional restriction does not conflict with any other rules. A quantitative analysis
of the origin of the spikes in the signal spectrum and the explanation of its solution will
be addressed in the next section when we calculate the PSD of different NbMb encoded
signals.
4.2.Power Spectrum Density (PSD) Functions of NbMb
Codes
By following the rules mentioned in the previous section to select code spaces, we
can formulate a closed form expression for the PSDs for these code spaces.
In the calculation, we assume a fixed input data rate R = ,where Tb is the
duration of one data bit.Thus, the duration of one codeword will be NTb, and we
represent it with a M-bit polar NRZ pulse sequence. The coefficients of a codeword at
time t=flNTb can be expressed as,
C = (c...CM)
The pulse shaping function of each polar NRZ pulse in the M-bit symbol is,
Iiiti<zr
f(t)= 2M (4.2)
0elsewhere
with its power spectrum density function,
NTbsin(7rf-)2 F(f)2 ( rf
(4.3)
The M-bit codeword at time t = nNTb can be expressed as,
i=M-1
C(t) =e2f(t i) (4.4)
where cis the coefficients of the codeword C.29
Thus, an NbMb-encoded signal can be written as a chain of M-bit symbols,
n =
s(t) = C1(tnNTb) (4.5)
Ti =
The waveforms off(t)and a sample codeword space C are shown in Fig.4.2.
f (t)
C(t)
NTbNTb
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t
FIGURE4.2:NbMb Codeword and Pulse Shaping Function
Starting from the definition of signal PSD function, we can write,
P(f) = lim XT(f)2
=lirnT
XT(f)X(f)
T
nL n=L =urn
T*oc T
n=L rn=L
Cn(f)C(f)e3w(m_TiTb
n=Lm=L =urn
T*oo TLetrn = i + k,we can rewrite the above equation as,
k=L-m
(2L + 1) Cn(f)C+k(f)e3NTb
P(f)=urn k=-L-m
T-*oc T
k=L-m
(2L+1) Cfl(f)C+k(f)e3NTb
k=-L--ni =urn
L-*cx (2L+1)NTb
k=cx
1 = Cfl(f)C+k(f)e3NTb
k=-oo
Since
30
i=M-1 i=M-i
G(f) =cF(f)eM, C+k(f)= dF*(f)&M
where (ci...cM) and (d1...dM) are codewords at time instantnNTband time instant
(ii+ k)NTb.Therefore,
i=M-1 i=M-1
Cfl(f)C+k(f)=FU)2 deM
i=M-1
=F(f)j2 (CM...ci) * (di dM)e3wi
i=(M- 1)
If we write
(cAl...c1) * (d1...dM) = (a(M_1)... a0 ... aAI_1)
then we have the general PSD function of NbMb codes:
k=oci=M-1
NTb
PU)
IF(f)12
a(,k)e3Me3wkNTb (4.6)
NTbk=-i=-(M--1)
In the following sections we examine this under a variety of conditions.
4.2.1.PSD for Signals Only Using Self-Balanced Codewords
For a code space comprising only zero-mean symbols, we don't need to worry
about changing the polarity of the symbols for better zero-balancing. The calculation is
relatively simple in this case. For a given(N,M), the number of required M-bit codes31
is 2N Whenk = 0,
CM ... Ci) *... a) = ... Cl) *C1 .. CM)
=2N
= (CpMc) * (cr1...CpM)
=(A_(M1) ... A0...AM_i)
Whenk 0,since each symbol is independent,
=2N q=2N
(cAl...ci) * (d1 ... dAf)= (ci...cvi) * (dqi...dqM)
p=lq=1
= (B_(M_i) ... B0...BM_1)
In the following derivations, we will show that if some of the coefficients in vector
B are not equal to zero, then we have spikes (delta functions) in the power spectral
density.
2
P(f)=
k=cxji=M1
k=oo i=(MI)
2i=M1
(A-Bj)e3Wi_M
k=oo
+
i=M-1
Bje3wie3Tb)
i=(Mi) k=ooi=--(Ml)
2 F(f)I
i=M1
(AB)e3M
i=M1
+>
k=oo BetheNb)
i=(iVIl) i=(Mi) k=-cx
Since
thus,
If we define,
k=oc n=cc
i
ej Tb
k=oc
i=M-1
P(f) F(f)2
(A-B)e3wi
NTbi= (M 1)
NTb
Bje3wi S(f--) +
i=(M-1)
i=M1
i=(Ml)
i=M1
B(f)= Be3wif
i=(M--l)
(4.7)32
then
n
P(f) IF(f)12B(f)1
I (f (4.8)
NTb NTb
n = -cc
spikes
Therefore, we need to make sureB= 0 to avoid spikes in the spectrum.
Based on the property of convolution,
A* B = (A*B) (4.9)
If we make sure that for each chosen C, its negative counterpart(C) is also chosen
into the encode matching table as follows,
C2NXM =
Then,
Gil...
Gil...G1M
C2N-11 ... CN_i.j
-G2N-11...
p=2" q=2N =2N q=2N
B Cp *Cq (cp * CqCp *Cq)0
p=lq=1 p=l q=1
And the PSD will be:
i=M -1
P(f) F(tIA(f)whereAU)= AeJw (4.10)
NTb
i=-(M---1)
4.2.2.PSD for Signals Using Non-Zero Codewords
For signals using non-zero-mean codewords, the polarities of those non-zero-mean
codes should change each time to make sure the signals have good zero-balance. Sincewe select the zero mean codes first we can treat the code table as follows,
Cl
CK
C2NXM=
CK+l/CK+1
C2N/
and the codes from K + 1 to2Nhave non-zero means.
When k=0,
Ak= (c...c) * (cvi...CpM)
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When k0, the possible combinations of two codes with a distance k will be one
out of three cases: both zero-mean codes, one zero-mean code and one non-zero-mean
code, and both non-zero-mean codes. Since the average of the convolutions of two zero-
mean codes and the average of the convolutions of one zero-mean and one non-zero-mean
code are both zero, the only possible non-zero convolution is the case when having two
non-zero-mean codes. If we ignore the signs of these two code words, the average of the
convolutions of two codes with a distance k is therefore,
=2Nq=2N
B=
1 )2
(e...cpi) * (cqi...CqM) K
p=K+1 q=K+1
Since p K
is the probability of having a non-zero code, P2 is the probability
for both the nth and (n+k)th codewords to be non-zero-mean. However, the polarities
of these two codewords depend on how many non-zero-mean codewords occurred in
between the uth and n + kth symbol. When k=1, the nth code and the (n+1)th
code niust have different signs, hence B1=P2 x B x (-1)=P2B. Furthermore, for
k1, the probability of having a non-zero-meami codeword at each time is a binomial
distribution. Having an even number of non-zero-mean codes in between will make the
final convolutions negative, whereas having odd number will make the final convolution34
positive. Hence,
Bk=P2B( (km )Plfl(1p)k_1_?n (km 1)Pm(1p)k_1_711)
rn=O,2... m=1,3...
=P2B((kl)_Pm1_P1m
rn=O,2...
+ (k1)_Pm1_P1m
=P2B(1 P-p)klBP2(1-2P)k_1B
Since P < ,if we define c=12P and Bk k_lB1, for signals usingnon-zero
mean codewords,
i=M 1
PU) IF(f)2 Aje3w1M
NTbi=(M-1)
k=oc i=M-1yQIkH1BCJWiM +
IVIb ...d
k=cx,kO i=(M--1)
-F(f)2A(f) B1(f) l_1ejwkNTb
NTb NTb k=,kO
k=-1
(AU) + Bi(f) QkleJwkNTb
k=
+ BiU) k_le3wkNTb)
NTb k=oo k=1
k=oo
(AU) + B1U) (ak_c37kTb+
NTb k=1
jF(f)2 B1U) (AU) + ((QeJT+(aeJT))
NTb k=1
F(f)2 Bi(f)ae_3Tb
(AU) + +
NTb -ae_iTb 1-eiTbfl
Then we obtained the result for non-zero mean cases,
PU)-F(f)12
AU)IF(f)2 2cos(wNTb)
NTb NTb
B1(f)
12acos(wNTb)
(4.11)35
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FIGURE 4.3: Calculated and simulated Spikes Problem for a 4b6b Code
4.2.8.Verification, of Spikes Problem
In this section, we use simulation to verify the spikes problrnn derived in the
previous section. Using formula (4.8) with a problematic 4b6b code with
A = (-0.3750.375 00.6251.625 61.6250.625 00.3750.375)
B =10-2x (-1.563.121.56 3.12 6.25 3.121.563.121.56 0)
The calculated and simulated PSD functions of the problematic 4b6b signal are shown
iii Fig. 4.3. We can see a match from the simulation PSD function to the calculated PSD
functions and the oscillating frequencies are exactly the same in the two cases.
4.2.4.Verification of PSD of NbMb Codes
From the result of the previous section, we can directly calculate the PSD for an
NbMb code. In our study, several simulations were performed to verify the calculated
results in all the different cases. We observed excellent agreement between our analytic
calculation and simulation. The PSD estimator used in our Matlab simulations is Welch's
method. Here, we only show one example of them (Fig. 4.4).36
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FIGURE 4.4: Simulation and Calculation PSDs for a 3b4b Code
4.2.5.Summary of NbMb PSD Functions
We can use the above calculation to determine the PSD of given code space.
Therefore, we cart compare coding tables (by comparing their PSD functions) and decide
which is better for given application. For each codiiig table, we first need to determine
A and B (or B1). For code spaces with only zero-mean code words,
1
A (cpi...c) * (cvi...eM)
=2N q=2N
B (c ...ei) * (eqi...cqM)
p=lq=1
where B should be equal to zero to eliminate spikes.For table with non-zero-mean
codewords,
B1 =p2('
k (cM...cr1) * (cr1...
p=K+1
After the transformation,
i=M-1
X(f) = X&"M
i= (M 1)37
the overall PSD function will be,
IF(f)I2A(f)balaIccd
NTb
IF(f)2AU)F(f)2 1
P(f)
NTb
+
NT,,B(f)-S(f NTB)unbalam
Ff2AU)F(f)2 2cos(wNTb)2
NTb
+
NTb
B1(f)
12cEcos(WNTb) +2
,non-zero mean
(4.12)
4.3.Multi-Correlator Detector Performance
By increasing the codeword length to M, the detector complexity will increase
accordingly.Using a receiver that is perfectly matched (as for the Manchester case)
is impractical for larger values of M, because of the number of correlators. Thus, the
practical tradeoff is to approximately match the channel and carefully choose NbMb
code space.
The multi-correlator receiver we used for NbMb encoded signals is very similar to
the one used in the Manchester case. The only difference will be that for each pulse pat-
tern, there is only one basis function used to match the distorted waveform(Manchester
case has 2/4 basis functions for one pulse shape). We also suffer from worse distortions,
since the NbMb spectrum notch around DC is not as wide and deep as the Manchester
case.This can be observed from the PSD functions shown in Fig. 4.5.As shown in
Fig. 4.6, because non-zero M codes must be used in the modulation, the 3b4b line-coded
signal has the most low frequency energy of the signals considered. The first null band-
width of this signal is 1.333 times of the bandwidth of the polar line-coded signal. For
the case of 4b6b, there are 20 zero-mimean codes and only 16 are required. Thus, it has
less low frequency energy than for the 3b4b code, while the first null bandwidth is 1.5
times of the polar case.
While the bandwidth performance is better for 4b6b than for Manchester as cx-
pressed, the distortion it experiences from DC notching is worse, as shown in Fig. 4.6.
For both Manchester and 4b6b we use a multi-correlator detector with better matching0-
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FIGURE 4.5: PSD of NbMb Encoded Signals
to the notch filtered signals. We allowed twice as many correlators for 4b6b as for Manch-
ester coding. We observe that the BER performance for 4b6b with a notch filter cutoff
frequency that is 15% of the signal BW is slightly worse than for Manchester encoding
with a notch filter cutoff frequency 25% of the BW. Therefore, to improve bandwidth
efficiency, we must sacrifice both detector complexity and performance.
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FIGURE 4.6: BER Performance for 4b6b Code39
5.CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
In this thesis, we have studied the performance of polar NRZ and Manchester line
codes in direct conversion receivers with a DC notch filter to attenuate undesired offset
signal and flicker noise. By first concentrating on Manchester line codes, we developed a
inulti-correlator detector to better match the distorted signal after DC notching. In sim-
ulations we showed that a system using Manchester line code and the multiple correlator
detector has nearly ideal BER performance even with a wide notch filter having a cutoff
frequency up to 25% of the desired signal bandwidth. Thus, we can make system level
changes to better tolerate wide bandwidth notch filters for easier on-chip implementation
and better offset cancellation.
In order to improve the bandwidth efficiency, we studied and developed a family
of DC balanced codes (NbMb Code) to reduce the occupied bandwidth while still having
acceptable tolerance to DC notching. We observed that for sequences having their short-
termaverage constrained to zero (or close to zero), the spectra will have a null at DC.
The occupied bandwidth of NbMb encoded signal depends on the ratio ofM/N.For
a better understanding and analysis, we also derived the closed-form PSD functions for
NbMb encoded signals. The derivation of the PSD functions helps us to understand
and solve the spikes problem when choosing the code space. Using NbMb codes, we can
tradeoff the bandwidth efficiency as well as the depth and width of the DC notch of the
modulated signal.
By using multi-correlator detectors for better channel matching in the receiver, we
achieved iniproved performance: this improvement is obtained by using a more complex
detector architecture. However, the realization of the detectors is performed in digital
domain, which means we can relax the design difficulties of the analog circuitry.
For NbMb, the performance of the multi-correlator detector was not as good as for
the Manchester case. This can be understood by observing the signal PSD characteristics.
The narrower null around DC of the NbMb codes reduces the tolerance to DC notch40
filters. Also, the increased number of possible waveforms require more correlators. In
low power, low cost wireless applications, we cannot depend on a very complicated
detector to solve this problem. Therefore, for NbMb codes, multi-correlator detector can
only provide moderate performance compared to Manchester coding. Another possible
solution for the detector may come from the coding techniques. Since the transmitted
signal sequence is constructed to have a good DC balance, certain symbols have to be
abandoned because of their rich DC contents. Thus, the coding scheme creates memory
into the transmitted signal. If we can make use of this memory in the decoding process
by using, for example, sequential detection, the overall system performance could be
better than for multi-correlator detection.
In this thesis, we studied and analyzed one of the possible solutions to cancel
DC offsets in direct-conversion receivers. We focused on the system level engineering,
by changing modulation formats to achieve better results than in traditional systems.
However, for the simplicity of the analysis, other problems in direct-conversion receivers
such as, even-order distortion, gain and phase mismatches between I/Q branches were
not considered. Also, problems along with analog notch filters such as, the phase shift
and long transient time of the filters were not modeled in the simulations.
In future research on the designs of monolithic direct-conversion receiver, we can
make use of the results from system level simulation combined with the circuit level
designs to achieve a more complete solution.41
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